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Standard Agreement for The One App Token Holders 

 

1. Purchasing of this NFT copy does not mean to have any voting rights or any rights to make 

any decision of the daily operation.  

 

2. Purchasing of this NFT only access investors to monthly guaranteed dividend, and any other 

returns subject to the declaration of the Management of The One App.  

 

3. Owning a NFT copy of The One App does not mean owning any form of shares in the 

Company that is operating the app.  

 

4. The percentage of the guaranteed return varies according to the download rates of The One 

App, you may refer to the table below: -  

Number of Downloads (Android & Apps 
Store) – Huawei Gallery (Coming Soon) 

Percentage of Return (Monthly) 

< 50,000 downloads 1% 

50,000 downloads 1.1% 

100,000 downloads 1.2% 

300,000 downloads 1.4% 

600,000 downloads 1.6% 

1,000,000 downloads 1.8% 

2,000,000 downloads 2% 

 

*Management reserves the right to adjust without prior notice, please stay tuned on our 

webpage for any latest updates. *  

5. Owner of the NFT has an option to resell its ownership, once the ownership has been 

transferred to another party, the original owner of the NFT will not receive the monthly 

dividend as the benefit will automatically being transferred to the new owner of the NFT.  

 

6. The percentage of the dividend pay-out is based on the Token’s initial value (BUSD 10).  

 

7. The dividend pay-out monthly will be credited via OVR Seed Bank. You will need to register 

an account with OVR Seed Bank (https://seedbank.ovrpay.online/). Kindly refer to the OVR 

Seed Bank guideline for detailed information. Otherwise, you may opt for the option for the 

dividend to be transferred to your Cryptocurrency Wallet. 
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 However, if you opt for the dividend to be transferred to your Cryptocurrency Wallet, 

the dividend will only be transferred every 6 months – by BUSD (due to high network 

fees). But if you own more than 10 tokens, dividend pay-out will be transferred to your 

Cryptocurrency Wallet monthly (after deducting network fees).  

For example, if you own 1 token and opt to be transferred to your Cryptocurrency 

Wallet, you will get the dividend for the accumulated 6 months:  

BUSD 10 x 1% = BUSD 0.10 

BUSD 0.10 x 6 = BUSD 0.60  

Net Return = BUSD 0.60 – *network fee applied*  

If you own 10 tokens and opt to be transferred to your Cryptocurrency Wallet, you will 

get the dividend monthly:  

BUSD 100 x 1% = BUSD 1 

Net Return = BUSD 1 - *network fee applied*  

However, if you opt for the dividend pay-out to be credited via OVR Seed Bank account, 

you will receive monthly dividend pay-out regardless of how many tokens you own.  

This will be subjected to change without prior notice. Stay tuned to our webpage for any 

official announcement.  

Any announcements made other than our Social Media Official Pages and Official 

Webpage are not under the responsibility of The Management. Please beware and 

invest carefully.  

8. For the investors who purchase this NFT on the secondary market (which is not purchased 

directly from us), kindly update your OVR Seed Bank details at the “Request to Change 

Form” to receive your monthly dividend pay-out. The Management will not pay-out the 

monthly dividend if the details are not being updated and if we found out that the 

ownership has been transferred/sold.  

 

9. The monthly dividend cycle will start after 5 working days from the date of purchase the 

NFT. The first month of dividend will be pro-rated from the start date to the last day of the 

month. Monthly dividend will be credited into your OVR Seed Bank’s account on the 10th of 

next month, excluding weekends and Public Holidays.  

You may refer below as an example: Dividend cycle starts from 01/01/2022 – 

31/01/2022.  

 

A. Dividend to be pay-out via OVR Seed Bank  

Dividend will be credited via OVR Seed Bank on the 10th of February, 2022 (excluding 

weekends and public holidays).  
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B. Dividend to be pay-out via Cryptocurrency Wallet (less than 10 tokens)  

Dividend will be credited via Cryptocurrency Wallet on the 10th of July, 2022 (excluding 

weekends and public holidays). Any dividend in BUSD has burnt due to the inaccuracy of 

wallet address being provided will not be held under the liability of The Management.  

 

C. Dividend to be pay-out via Cryptocurrency Wallet (more than 10 tokens)  

Dividend will be credited via Cryptocurrency Wallet on the 10th of February, 2022 

(excluding weekends and public holidays). ). Any dividend in BUSD has burnt due to the 

inaccuracy of wallet address being provided will not be held under the liability of The 

Management.  

 

10. Non-guaranteed dividend pay-out. The Management will only declare via an official 

announcement in our official webpage should there be any non-guaranteed dividend as 

a bonus.  

 

11. Dividend example in OVRTX  

 

• BUSD 10 x 1% = BUSD 0.10  

• 1 OVRTX = 0.00238095238 USD  

• BUSD 0.10 = 42 OVRTX  

• 42 OVRTX also equivalent to MYR 0.42 
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